DAY 1
ARRIVAL SPLIT

Arrival to Split. Croatia's second-largest city, Split is a great place to see Dalmatian life as it’s really
lived. Always buzzing, this exuberant city has just the right balance of tradition and modernity. Step
inside Diocletian’s Palace (a Unesco World Heritage site and one of the world’s most impressive
Roman monuments) and you’ll see dozens of bars, restaurants and shops thriving amid the
atmospheric old walls where Split life has been humming along for thousands of years.

Embark on the boat and overnight in Split port

BRAČ ISLAND
After breakfast, cruise to Brač island.
Head to Brač, the biggest island in Dalmatia. The island is also known for its olives and stone cutting
tradition; Brač stone was used in building Diocletian's palace and some also say that Brač limestone
was used in building the White House. Island Brač is also known for its Golden Horn Beach, famed
beach in Bol, is perhaps the best known and the most beautiful beach in Croatia.
Disembark and enjoy in light/medium bike tour on this amazing island. The Island of Brač is an
ideal destination for MTB (mountain biking) and hiking. Visit Vidova Gora, the highest elevation
point between all Adriatic Islands with the beautiful view on all Dalmatian islands. All terrain is dry
and rocky and suitable for ride and hiking during all seasons. Near the coast and inland there are
very interesting heritage including many secrets. Be sure the story about Blaca monastery hidden
deep in the hillside will touch your mind. There are many trails and sightseeing points in the inland
of Brač and this is the challenge to any adventurer.
In the afternoon, continue to Stari Grad on Hvar island.
Overnight on the boat.

brač island biking tour
Notes :Activity level: Medium physical activity, Mileage:10 - 50km, type od terrain: small hills
and valleys, Bike type: Mountain bike or e-bike

HVAR ISLAND
Today we start our tour from Stari Grad where we start cycling. We will easily ride through its long
promenade outlining the deep protected bay, passing by Residence of the Renaissance poet Petar
Hektorovic, built 16th century.
From Stari Grad we have numerous options where to go, so your day can be anything from 1050km. Passing through the middle part of the island which is mild, and not as steep as the hills
around Hvar town. Depending of the route you take you will pass also through some of small
beautiful traditional villages in the interior of the island. Our guides will decide about the route
depending of the group and their fitness level. So we want to make shore that you will enjoy the
day.
In the afternoon, continue to Vis island.
Overnight on the boat.

hvar island bike and wine tour
Notes: Activity level: Medium physical activity, Mileage:10 - 50km, type od terrain: small hills
and valleys, Bike type: Mountain bike or e-bike

KORČULA ISLAND
In the morning continue to Korčula island. The island itself is rich in art and culture, as well as
beautiful nature such as numerous tiny and secluded beaches and bays, small and uninhabited
islands and breathtaking views.
Setting off from Korcula you’ll pass beautiful countryside, local vineyards and olive groves while
enjoying fantastic views of the village, archipelago and the Peljesac channel. You’ll take a couple of
rest stops en-route and share some local knowledge about the area.
You will then visit two family-run wineries to refresh & reward yourself with delicious wine grown
in the area, including two wine tastings of the unique white wine Grk, found only in Lumbarda.
Enjoy in day on the bike on Korčula island.
Overnight on the boat.

KORČULA BIKE AND WINE TOUR
Notes: Activity level: Medium physical activity, Mileage:10 - 50km, type od terrain: small hills
and valleys, Bike type: Mountain bike or e-bike

NP MLJET
In the morning continue to the most beautiful and most forested island in the Adriatic. Untouched
nature, the island's mysticism, olive groves, vineyards and rich forests are ideal places to research
the rich flora and fauna, and to peacefully enjoy the pristine beauty of the natural surroundings.
Enjoy in biking tour on this beautiful National Park. A half of Mljet Island, its northwestern part,
contains protected national park with lush vegetation, seawater lakes, and thick pine forest. The
island is dotted with small villages, and it feels quite even in high season.
Overnight on the boat.

np mljet biking tour
Notes: Activity level: Medium physical activity, Mileage:10 - 50km, type od terrain: small hills
and valleys, Bike type: Mountain bike or e-bike

DUBROVNIK
In the morning explore the wonders of Dubrovnik’s Old City Centre, a UNESCO heritage site and one
of the most important living historical monuments in this part of Europe. Your expert guide will
take you around this magical medieval town full of legends and give you a glimpse of the incredible
history that makes Dubrovnik such a unique city. Explore Dubrovnik City Walls and enjoy a unique
view of the Old Town of Dubrovnik including its narrow streets and small squares. As you step
through the gates of Dubrovnik’s old city walls, you will be taking a step back in time, losing
yourself in the grandeur and beauty of this culturally influential city. Slowly walk around the walls,
getting magnificent views of the Old Town and the shimmering blue Adriatic Sea.
Overnight on the boat.

dubrovnik walking tour

BIKING
After clamor and grandiosity of Dubrovnik, the tranquility of the ravishing nature of Dubrovnik
countryside might be an excellent add-on for the Dubrovnik experience. Bike tour through
incredibly scenic landscape ends with a wine-tasting in an award-winning local winery.
Biking and Wine Tasting Tour starts in Gruda, a picturesque village near Dubrovnik. It goes
through lovely vineyards, olive groves, along the river with waterfalls and next to the medieval
watermills. The first sightseeing stop is a 600-year old Franciscan monastery, followed by a visit
to a mountain stream for a relaxing swim in crystal clear waters.
Overnight on the boat.

KONAVLE PRIVATE BIKING TOUR

DISEMBARK
Transfer to the airport for flight home.

Optional: Group transfer to the hotel for two nights in Dubrovnik

--Cruise Itinerary follows on next page—Itinerary/Tours can vary depending on
weather and other factors.

